Personnel RHIC Spin Group, June, 2008

Sasha Bazilevsky – PHENIX, calorimeter calibration, software, analysis; leads $A_{LL}$ analysis group; $\sigma(\pi^0)$, $E_T$ analysis; organizer of RSC 2005 – present; co-chair PHENIX Spin Physics Group, 2007-present; lead and coordinate polarimetry analysis, 2006-present. shura@bnl.gov

Les Bland – Acting Group Leader, RHIC Spin Group; Leader for STAR spin in RHIC Spin Group; PI for Forward Pion Detector, FPD++ (2006), Forward Meson Spectrometer (2007); co-chair, STAR Spin Physics Group 1999–2004; developed case for Endcap Calorimeter at IU. bland@bnl.gov

Gerry Bunce – Retired, 2008. Former Positions: Group Leader, RHIC Spin Group; Deputy Group Leader, RBRC Experiment Group (resident Group Leader); Spokesman, RHIC Spin Collaboration (RSC wrote spin proposals for STAR and PHENIX, umbrella group to promote and coordinate program); Chair, Research Plan for Spin Physics at RHIC (2005); polarimetry; PHENIX; Chair, Spin Plan Updates, 2007, 2008. bunce@bnl.gov

Boris Morozov – Leads detector and polarimeter development effort. morozov@bnl.gov

Andrew Gordon – STAR forward pion detector. agordon@bnl.gov

M. Echmalian – Secretary echmalian@bnl.gov

Ron Gill – Polarimetry; Physics Department Safety Coordinator. rongill@bnl.gov

Akio Ogawa – STAR, co-chair STAR Spin Physics Group 2004 – present; FPD, FPD++, FMS; organizer of RSC 2003 – 2005; Belle polarized quark fragmentation analysis (RBRC collab.) akio@bnl.gov

Hiromi Okada – STAR, post doc on Forward Meson Spectrometer; Ph.D. Kyoto University on polarized hydrogen jet results at RHIC. okadah@bnl.gov